Bayou Point Mountain Bike Trail

Important Information
Bayou Point is 5.5 miles in total length. Segment
distances between road crossings are depicted
on the map. Familiarize yourself with the trail
before leaving as there are currently no mile
markers installed. The trail can be ridden in
either direction. Ride the connector trail to the
campground and back for an extra mile of
distance. Unless you have a site reserved,
please do not ride through the campground.
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The various sections of trail are illustrated in the
color of their corresponding level of diﬃculty.
Diﬃculty ratings are as follows.
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NMTA is the local
IMBA-SORBA chapter and is
member supported. Help
preserve this trail and others in
the North MS region by becoming
a member or making a tax deductible donation to NMTA today.
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This trail is
maintained by
volunteers from
the North Mississippi
Trail Alliance, in partnership with the US
Army Corps of Engineers.
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Open daily from dawn until 10:00 p.m. unless the
trail is wet.
This trail is closed during rain and 24 hours following
a rain event. Do not ride on wet trails!
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www.facebook.com/nomissta

Trail Hours

Suitable for experienced riders only. Very
steep trail grade or drop oﬀs present.
Unavoidable obstacles 15” tall or less.
WARNING:
Do not attempt these sections without
walking them ﬁrst.
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Bundrum Rd

Not suitable for new riders or small
children, contains steep hills requiring
proper use of brakes and bike control.
Unavoidable obsticles 8” tall or less.
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www.nomissta.org

Emergency Contact Information
In case of Emergency call 911
Arkabutla Lake Field Oﬃce 662-562-6261
Tate County Sheriﬀ
662-562-4434

Suitable for new riders, unavoidable
obstacles 2” or less. Avoidable obstacles
may be present.
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